








OBJECT: Join Robert Ripley on his quest to visit the 

seven continents of the world and collect strange objects

VISIT CONTINENTS: Shoot the ball into the Variable Push Target to visit continents. 

Watch the display for instructions on collecting items.

TEMPLE CODE: Shoot the ball into the Temple (Center Ramp) to turn on lights in the 

Tic-Tac-Toe panel on the playfield. Completing any 3 in a row will give you the 
indicated reward.

MULTIBALL: Shoot for the Shrunken Head until LOCK is lit on the Right Ramp. LOCK 2 

balls by shooting the Right Ramp. After 2 balls are LOCKED, start Multiball by 
shooting the Shrunken Head.

JACKPOTS: While in Multiball, shoot the ramps and the side loop shot.

SUPER JACKPOT: After 2 Jackpots are collected, Super Jackpot will light on the 

upper side shot.

RIPLEY’S LETTERS: Collect R-I-P-L-E-Y-S Letters by collecting objects while visiting 

continents

HINT: Collect all 7 R-I-P-L-E-Y-S Letters to visit the Mystery 8th Continent
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